S(i)
segregates the results after delay savings is estimated. Fourth, the minimum separation requirement of 2.5 nmi is used instead of 3 nmi. 10, 11 The methodology and traffic compression models used for the analyses are discussed in detail in Section II. Section III presents the results of the delay savings analysis. Lastly, we outline our conclusions regarding the statistical traffic compression model described in this paper in Section IV.
II. Methodology
This analysis uses the recorded tracks of approximately 500,000 flights in eight different TRACONs. These flights occurred during January through May 2010. Figure 1 depicts a top-level flow diagram of the generation of the input data used in the compression models. The mathematical notation used in the last two blocks in the flow diagram are defined in the nomenclature section and will be described in detail later. The procedure begins with the recorded flight plans and tracks of the Center/TRACON Automation System (CTAS). 12 A bundled set of post-processing scripts called Terminal Utilities performs various functions and calculations such as data integrity checks, required runway threshold separation, runway assignments, and determines various speeds and distances (e.g. ground, air, etc.). These calculations are described in more detail in Ref. 7 . However, aircraft delay is not determined via the recorded radar tracks and subsequent Terminal Utilities post-processing because of prohibitively long execution times. In this paper, we estimate the aircraft delay as part of the compression models. It is not necessary that this delay estimate be precise because we are interested only in delay savings (i.e. relative delay values and not absolute). Now, following the execution of the Terminal Utilities, a database of numerous aircraft parameters is generated. Included in this database are the X and Y coordinates of the aircraft. For the purpose this analysis, a 40 nmi radius from the applicable runway threshold defines the notional TRACON boundary. Figure 2 shows the TRACON entry and runway threshold coordinates for aircraft landing at KATL 27L.
The compression models make use of a subset of aircraft parameters captured upon entry into the TRACON and at the runway threshold (facilitated by the Terminal Utilities data processing-with the exception of meteorological conditions) and is listed in Table 1 . The entry and runway subscribes correspond to parameters captured at the TRACON entry and runway threshold, respectively.
The required spacing, S R , is a function of the leading and trailing aircraft weight classes (commonly referred to as "3/4/5 spacing" to denote the required minimum separation in nmi). 13 The observed spacing, S , is the distance between the leading and trailing aircraft when the leading aircraft crosses the runway threshold. Path distance is the observed horizontal distance that the aircraft traverses. Ground distance is the estimated distance traveled by integrating the aircraft's observed ground speed with respect to time. Air distance is the estimated distance traveled by integrating the aircraft's estimated true airspeed (also with respect to time). Thus, the ground and air distances would be the same if there were no winds. Crossing times are captured at the TRACON entry, T entry , and runway threshold, T runway , in addition to the distances. Key flight attributes such as the aircraft identification (ID), arrival route (i.e., Standard Terminal Arrival Route (STAR)), and engine type (jet, turboprop, and piston) for each flight are also recorded. Airport meteorological conditions are retrieved from the FAA's Aviation System Performance Metrics (ASPM) quarter-hourly reports 14 and then fused into Table 1 .
The analysis uses the inputs provided in Table 1 to derive a reference delay time, T D (i) for each aircraft, i .
This time establishes a reference time to facilitate relative delay savings calculations resulting from compressing the arrival traffic. The path distance flown for each aircraft, i , is calculated beginning with the first flight recorded on the first day of recordings ( i =1) and ending with the last flight recorded on the last day of recordings, This material is declared a work of the U.S. Government and is not subject to copyright protection in the United States.
The air and ground distances are, respectively,
and
The transit time is
The average true airspeed is determined using the air distance and transit time,
whereas the average ground speed uses of the ground distance and transit time,
The average headwind for each aircraft is estimated as the difference between these average speeds:
Arrival flights, for all days, are grouped by engine type, STAR, runway, and meteorological condition. This segregation results in a distribution of path distance, Eq. (1), and average true airspeed, Eq. (5) for each unique engine type/STAR/runway/meteorological condition grouping. Those aircraft that flew faster than the median are in a percentile greater than the 50 th , but less than the 100 th . Similarly, those aircraft that flew shorter distances than the median are in a percentile less than the 50 th , but greater than the 0 th . The strategic selection of a path distance and true airspeed percentile enables a delay time to be calculated. The extremes in the path distance and true airspeed distributions are avoided by limiting the minimum and maximum percentiles to the 10 th percentile (path) and 90 th percentile (speed). These outliers are included in the compression models, but do not receive any benefits. Hereafter, the minimum path distance that corresponds to a certain percentile is referred to as R P min (k) and the maximum (average) true airspeed that corresponds to a certain percentile is referred to as V TAS max (k 
is not performed. Now, a new ground speed for each aircraft is determined from the maximum true airspeed and average winds,
The ratio of the minimum path distance and this new ground speed establishes a minimum transit time, This material is declared a work of the U.S. Government and is not subject to copyright protection in the United States.
Finally, the reference delay time for each arriving flight is established as the observed transit time less the minimum transit time,
Delay time for each aircraft, T D (i) , in conjunction with the observed spacing, S from Table 1 , establish a reference for comparison and are hereafter referred to as the baseline. Two types of traffic compression models are used to quantify the potential reduction of excess spacing at the runway threshold and the corresponding delay savings. The first model is referred to as the path compression model because the flight's path distance can be reduced, but its observed average true airspeed is retained. The second model is referred to as the path and speed compression model because the flight's path distance can be reduced and its average true airspeed can be increased in order to recover . The path compression model is described first, followed by the path and speed compression model.
A. Path Compression Model
The path compression model determines the excess spacing,
which is the difference between the observed spacing and the target spacing, given below,
where S R is the required in-trail separation, and S B is a spacing buffer. The spacing buffer is modeled as a normal random number with mean, µ , and standard deviation, ! ,
The mean spacing buffer is set to 0.5 nmi. Its standard deviation is prescribed as half of the mean (! = 0.25 nmi) based on the reasoning described in Ref. 1 indicating that 95% separation conformance is achieved within a buffer size at least twice that of the standard deviation. Eq. (13) models the in-trail spacing variations observed in actual operations. For each day of recorded aircraft traffic, Eqs. (14-16) determine the amount of path compression, the new path distance flown and the new excess spacing, respectively,
The minimum value for !R P (i) is zero occurring when R P min (i) = R P (i) . The new transit time after path compression is determined from the new path distance and original average ground speed
The new runway threshold crossing time is
where
The new spacing and new delay time follow, respectively,
The delay savings resulting from path compression and excess spacing reduction is found using the baseline delay provided in Eq. (10) and the new delay time from Eq. (21),
Because the metric of interest is a time change, Eq. (22) is equivalent to Eq. (19). That is, the reduced delay is naturally the reduced transit time. The new excess spacing calculated using Eq. (16) is never negative, ensuring that the original arrival sequence is preserved.
B. Path and Speed Compression
The path and speed compression model is an extension of the path compression model. The new transit time given in Eq. (17) above comes from flying a shorter path than the originally observed route while maintaining the same original average ground speed.
Modeling speed changes in addition to route changes is another compression strategy described next. Here, the minimum transit time is calculated using the new path distance, Eq. (15), and new average ground speed, Eq. (8),
Next, the two components of the time change are determined. The first component is the difference from the values found in Eq. (17) and Eq. (23),
The second component is the ratio of the new excess spacing (given in Eq. (16)) to the new ground speed,
Estimating the time change as
where the superscript S indicates speed compression model. This enables the calculation of a new runway threshold crossing time, new transit time and new delay time given below in Eqs. (27-29), respectively,
Finally, the delay savings due to path and speed compression and excess spacing reduction is 
(31)
C. Scope
Results are shown for two busy runways in the United States. The two runways selected, KATL 27L and KDEN 35R, are chosen because they are independent runways dedicated to arrivals only. Zelinski identified several runway procedural constraints that could affect in-trail spacing in Ref. 1; the two runways chosen here are free from those constraints. Three types of results are shown: The sensitivity of the results to the compression model, the daily variation of the estimated delay savings and excess spacing reduction, and the excess spacing statistical distributions before and after path compression.
Sensitivity analyses are performed on the R P min and V TAS max threshold percentiles in order to understand how they affect the estimated delay savings. As a reminder, these percentiles determine the reasonable "minimum" observed path distance and "maximum" average true airspeed, respectively. These percentiles are calculated on a per runway/STAR/engine type/meteorological condition basis. For the path compression model, the delay savings, Eq. This material is declared a work of the U.S. Government and is not subject to copyright protection in the United States.
delay time savings and path distance savings are provided in terms of the statistical median rather than the mean in order to lessen the affect of outliers in the data. The number of outliers is small (a fraction of a percent) and are the typical of data consistency errors encountered when analyzing large real air traffic data sets. (Fig. 3) and nearly 60 seconds for KDEN 35R (Fig. 4) during VMC periods. During IMC periods, about 40 seconds are saved for KATL 27L (Fig. 3) and about 108 seconds for KDEN 35R (Fig. 4) . The path and speed compression model achieves the most delay savings at the lower and upper bounds on the minimum path distance and maximum true airspeed percentiles, respectively ( 10 R P min , 90 V TAS max ). In these circumstances, aircraft are flying faster on shorter routes (faster and shorter than the actual route/speeds flown). A couple of trends can be observed in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 . First, there is greater delay savings during IMC periods than VMC periods, and greater savings at KDEN 35R than KATL 27L. These results are consistent with more excess in-trail spacing during IMC periods and at KDEN 35R. Second, there is greater sensitivity to the R P min threshold percentile than the V TAS max threshold percentile. These results indicate that there is more variability in the path distances flown than the true airspeeds. This material is declared a work of the U.S. Government and is not subject to copyright protection in the United States. This material is declared a work of the U.S. Government and is not subject to copyright protection in the United States.
III. Results

A. Sensitivity of Results to
B. Daily Variation of Results for KATL Runway 27L
The following three figures show data from analyses at KATL 27L. Figure 6 illustrates the daily variations of the delay savings, Fig. 7 , the median path distance reduction, and Fig. 8 , the number of flights during VMC and IMC periods. These analyses are presented for the path compression model with a fixed threshold value of 10 R P min .
The delay savings shown in Fig. 6 varies from a few seconds per aircraft to roughly 115 seconds. Similar to the findings in Ref. 7 , these results suggest that the day-to-day benefit pool of increased spacing precision will be quite variable.
Similarly, Fig. 7 shows the daily variation of the path distance reduction. Values range from less than 1 nmi to about 5.5 nmi. Some of this daily variation is due to a low number of arrivals in the database for a given day -for example, the VMC results for Day 30. However, the cause(s) of much of the daily variation is not readily apparent. This material is declared a work of the U.S. Government and is not subject to copyright protection in the United States.
Most of the days that show no delay savings are a result of missing arrivals in the database for that day, as seen in Fig. 8 . The missing flights were caused by a traffic recording malfunction that has since been resolved. Most of the days that show no delay savings are a result of missing arrivals in the database for that day, as seen in Fig. 8 . This material is declared a work of the U.S. Government and is not subject to copyright protection in the United States.
C. Cumulative Distribution Functions
A cumulative distribution function (CDF) provides the probability of a random flight arriving with a leading/following aircraft wake vortex spacing less than or equal to x , where x is the spacing value of interest. This section provides the CDFs for (1) the observed in-trail spacing, S in Table 1 (referred to as the baseline) and (2) the in-trail spacing resulting from the path compression model, S new , from Eq. (20). S and S new are examined for those flights that require a minimum 2.5 nmi separation from the flight immediately ahead of it; most arrivals at KATL 27L and KDEN 35R are subject to that minimum required separation. Figure 9 shows that as the in-trail spacing increases so do the likelihood of more flights achieving that spacing. Ten percent of the flights have less than the required minimum separation for the baseline (actual operations) whereas roughly 6% of the flights have less than the required minimum separation after adjustments are made with the path compression model. In these cases, the leading aircraft of the pair was compressed forward in time and more in-trail spacing was achieved. A crossover point exists at about 2.8 nmi after which the path compression model results in more arrivals with less excess spacing relative to the baseline. These results show that 20% (below crossover point) of flights are subjected to a slight increase of in-trail spacing while the remaining 80% (above crossover point) achieve a moderate reduction in excess spacing -roughly 0.25 nmi. Another suitable point of comparison is 3 nmi as this corresponds to the mean buffer of 0.5 nmi prescribed in Eq. (13) . Thirty percent of flights land with a 3 nmi separation or less for the baseline whereas the path compression model increases the probability by 10% (40% of the arrivals achieving a spacing buffer of 0.5 nmi or less). Figure 10 shows the CDFs for KATL 27L for aircraft operating in IMC periods; it is similar to the VMC CDFs in Fig. 9 ; however, there is no crossover point. For flights during IMC periods, there is a more substantial reduction in excess spacing that can be recovered -roughly 0.5 nmi. In other words, the observed excess in-trail separation present in the operations to KATL 27L is accompanied by enough corresponding excess path distance flown to allow its recovery.
The percentage of arrivals landing with excess spacing of 0.5 nmi (3 nmi spacing) or less is 10% for the baseline and 22% for the path compression model; an increase of 12%, roughly the same as the arrivals under VMC periods. However, more arrivals during IMC periods benefit (i.e., land with less excess spacing in general) as a result of the path compression than during VMC. This observation is made when comparing the area between the baseline and path compression CDFs in Fig 9 and Fig 10. Now, after examining the CDFs for the 2.5 nmi reduced separation on final at KATL 27L, the CDFs for aircraft landing at KDEN 35R in VMC and IMC, are shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 , respectively. Immediately apparent is the larger difference between the baseline and the path compression model relative to those shown for KATL 27L. Figure 11 (previous page) shows that ~5% of the baseline arrivals land with 3 nmi spacing (excess separation of 0.5 nmi). The path compression model achieves ~30%, a 25% increase over actual operations. Figure 12 presents the last CDF in this analysis for arrivals during IMC periods. Very few baseline arrivals, about 2%, land with excess spacing of 0.5 nmi compared to ~30% resulting from the path compression.
IV. Conclusion
A statistical modeling method for accessing the potential benefits of terminal scheduling and spacing automation tools has been developed and described. The key to such a statistical model is a sufficiently large data set of recorded flights. The model is referred to as a traffic compression model because it estimates delay reduction when excess spacing is recovered by shortening each aircraft's path and (optionally) increasing its speed closer to its shortest and fastest reasonable limits, respectively. This model does not require the trajectory reconstruction/generation procedure of modeling RNAV routes. Instead, our compression models can quickly provide first order analysis of potential delay savings achieved by reducing excess leading/following aircraft wake vortex separation using aircraft parameters captured at just two discrete locations in the trajectory: TRACON entry and runway threshold crossing.
Thousands of arrivals recorded over a five-month period in early 2010 enabled an analysis of observed wake vortex separation at KATL 27L and KDEN 35R (referred to as the baseline). A path compression model and its variant that models faster average airspeeds in the terminal area are utilized to examine the potential delay savings. Keys to the models are path and true airspeed distributions for aircraft flying on the same STAR to the same runway with the same engine type and operating in the same meteorological conditions. Selecting a percentile within the path and speed distribution produces two important parameters, the minimum path distance ( R This material is declared a work of the U.S. Government and is not subject to copyright protection in the United States.
• At KATL 27L, median delay savings per flight varied from -5 to 33 seconds in VMC and 0 to 55 seconds in IMC • At KDEN 35R, median delay savings per flight varied from 0 to 80 seconds in VMC and 0 to 120 seconds in IMC Following the sensitivity analysis, the daily variations of delay and path savings were examined with the path compression model using 10 R P min . The reduction in excess spacing was also examined for those arrivals that required a 2.5 nmi separation using CDFs. This second half of the analysis found:
• Uneven daily delay and path savings • At KATL 27L, 10% increase over the baseline in arrivals landing with an excess spacing of 0.5 nmi or less and 25% increase at KDEN 35R
This study found that potential benefits of scheduling and spacing automation tools can be estimated by a statistical traffic compression model that makes use of aircraft parameters captured at just two descrete trajectory locations. This method eliminates the need to reconstruct and examine the entire trajectory from the TRACON meter fix to the runway threshold for each aircraft. And, it can be used irrespective of how the excess leading/following aircraft wake-vortex separation is reduced.
